
The public and the private not always, or probably rarely, coincide. It’s behind closed doors that we more easily free 
our true self: by simply relaxing, or cheering; by releasing our appetites and desires, too. One way or the other, the 
household is the place we share with those who matter, and where we keep things that, to us, matter. 

Reducing the distance between his perceived public persona, and who he really is, this season Giuliano Calza 
brings the GCDS action home. Literally, in his household, where Kittho the cat reigns supreme. It’s Kittho himself 
who presides over the catwalk, blown up to gigantic proportions thanks to the artistry of Carnevale di Viareggio 
masters Fratelli Cinquini Scenografi e - another celebration of Made in Italy craft and skills - and covered in newspaper 
clippings - that’s just because Giuliano feeds his creativity with the news. There is nothing Giuliano loves more than 
being with Kittho, but most of all there is nothing he loves more than making clothes: real ones, meant to be worn, 
not tricks intended to trigger viral yet virtual response. This collection is a fusion of such urgencies, condensed in a 
pure act of fashion making. 

The house is the frame and the inspiration: à la GCDS, but of course. Giuliano Calza explores the obsessions and 
the proclivities that make him creatively thick: the very bourgeois tweeds of the jackets ladies wear; the pinstripes 
gentlemen depend on; the worn out leathers of their rebel off springs; the velvets of sofas and the tufty textures of 
bath mats. No prints this time round, nor bold patterns. Just like the household is a place with diff erent souls, one 
probably tender, and one more sultry, so the collection relies on the face off  of the sweet and the darkly seductive, 
with accessories blowing the claws of domestic felines to human proportions, turning them into sensual weapons. 
A beloved  bakelite telephone comes back as a bag handle. The cozyness of punto pelliccia knitwear wrapping the 
body like a blanket is contradicted by the abundance of slashes and openings. And this being an act of fashion 
making, the work in progress is constantly shown, with safety pins aplenty holding things in place. 

The feeling of intimacy allows for a new outlook on GCDS. The one Kittho probably has, through his yellow eyes. 

GCDS - Giuliano Calza Design Studio – is a made-in-Italy brand born in 2015 that sprang from the boldly innovative vision of brothers 
Giuliano and Giordano Calza, creative director and CEO, respectively. Street attitude and explosive style, along with Italian quality and 
savoir-faire, are the foundation of a continually-evolving aesthetic that celebrates the beauty of uniqueness through play, color and irony. 
Thanks to imaginative, irreverent capsule collections, GCDS has drawn a large pop community of international celebrities and icons that 
identify with its free and inclusive universe. Having asserted itself as one of the most interesting voices in contemporary fashion, the brand 
has consolidated a strong presence in Italy and Asia, with numerous stores, and is developing an ambitious expansion project in Europe 
and the United States. An international vocation with profoundly Italian roots: GCDS clothing and accessories are made in Italy by local 
craftspeople and selected fi rst-rate manufacturers in a virtuous circle that enhances and modernizes the concept of “made in Italy.”

Stylist: Anna Trevelyan
Make-up artist: Raisa Flowers
Hair stylist: Jawara Wauchope
Nail artist: Simone Cummings

Score composed by Francesco Catitt i, track “ Tired and Sick” by Otha
Based on an idea by Giuliano Calza.
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